Abstract-We consider a bilevel parameter tuning problem where the goal is to maximize the performance of a given multiobjective evolutionary optimizer on a given problem. The search for optimal algorithmic parameters requires the assessment of several sets of parameters, through multiple optimization runs, in order to mitigate the effect of noise that is inherent to evolutionary algorithms. This task is computationally expensive and therefore, in this paper, we propose to use sampling and metamodeling to approximate the performance of the optimizer as a function of its parameters. While such an approach is not unheard of, the choice of the metamodel to be used still remains unclear. The aim of this paper is to empirically compare 11 different metamodeling techniques with respect to their accuracy and training times in predicting two popular multi-objective performance metrics, namely, the hypervolume and the inverted generational distance. For the experiments in this pilot study, NSGA-II is used as the multi-objective optimizer for solving ZDT problems, 1 through 4.
I. INTRODUCTION
Numerical optimization techniques often use one or more algorithmic parameters to control various aspects of search. It is generally known and empirically established in several studies [1] that the choice of these parameters can drastically affect the search process. This is especially true for evolutionary algorithms, which involve more user-defined parameters than classical methods. Moreover, due to the inherent stochasticity of evolutionary methods, it is also difficult to assess the effect of various parameters on the performance of the algorithm. Therefore, the choice of parameters and the process of setting them have a greater significance in the field of evolutionary computation than in that of classical optimization.
According to Eiben and Smit [2] , the parameter setting problem can be approached in two different ways, (i) parameter tuning, where the algorithmic parameters are optimized prior to but not changed during runtime, and (ii) parameter control, where the algorithmic parameters are adapted continuously during runtime to optimize performance. Both approaches have received considerable attention in the literature. In this paper, we deal with parameter tuning of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs). For completeness, here we define a standard multi-objective optimization problem as follows:
Minimize F(x) = {f 1 (x), f 2 (x), . . . , f m (x)} Subject to x ∈ X
where f i : R n → R are m (> 2) conflicting objectives that have to be simultaneously minimized and the variable vector x = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] belongs to the non-empty feasible region X ⊂ R n . The feasible region is formed by the constraints of the problem. A variable vector x 1 is said to dominate x 2 and is denoted as x 1 ≺ x 2 if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
1) f i (x 1 ) ≤ f i (x 2 ) ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, 2) and ∃j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} such that f j (x 1 ) < f j (x 2 ). If only the first of these conditions is satisfied, then x 1 is said to weakly dominate x 2 and is denoted as x 1 x 2 . If neither x 1 x 2 nor x 2 x 1 , then x 1 and x 2 are said to be non-dominated with respect to each other and denoted as x 1 ||x 2 . A vector x * ∈ X is said to be Pareto-optimal, if there does not exist any x ∈ X such that x ≺ x * . The set of all such x * (which are non-dominated with respect to each other) is referred to as the Pareto-optimal set. The projection of the Pareto-optimal set in the objective space, F(x * ) ∀x * , is called the Pareto-optimal front.
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have slightly different goals in single-objective and multi-objective optimization problems. In the former, there exists a total order between the candidate solutions, specified by the values of the objective function. Thus, as long as solutions with better objective values can be found, convergence to the optimum solution is the only goal and can be achieved by simply selecting better solutions. However, in case of multiple conflicting objectives, only a partial order exists among the candidate solutions. In order to best represent the true Pareto-optimal front, an MOEA must promote diversity of solutions in addition to convergence. Most MOEAs achieve this by employing a secondary selection criterion that provides total order between non-dominated solutions. Due to these differences, the best parameters of a single-objective EA may not work well for a multi-objective EA where the right balance between convergence and diversity is important.
A. Performance Metrics for MOEAs
The primary purpose of performance metrics is to compare the quality of solutions obtained from different optimization algorithms. In single-objective EAs, the most suitable measure is undoubtedly the objective function. On the other hand, performance metrics for MOEAs must assess both convergence and diversity of the non-dominated solutions. Many quality indicators have been proposed in the literature [3] . Some of them, like generational distance and -indicator measure the convergence, while others, like generalized spread, measure the diversity [4] . However, indicators that can capture both convergence and diversity as a single metric are generally preferable. Two such indicators are inverted generational distance (I IGD ) [5] and hypervolume (I H ) [6] .
1) The inverted generational distance of a non-dominated solution set S obtained from an MOEA is defined as,
where, P is a reference set of Pareto-optimal solutions that represent the desired density and distribution of points on the Pareto front, · denotes the Euclidean distance, and | · | denotes the size of a set. Solution sets with lower I IGD values are preferred since they closely resemble the reference set P . Thus, the best possible value for I IGD is 0.
2) The hypervolume of a non-dominated solution set S obtained from an MOEA is defined as,
where, r is a reference point that is dominated by all solutions in S, λ(·) is the Lebesgue measure, and H(a, b) represents the hypercube with body-diagonal ab. Solution sets with higher I H values are better because they dominate a larger region of the objective space. Hypervolume is the only known unary quality indicator that is Pareto-complaint [3] , i.e., for any two solution sets S 1 and
There are a few fundamental differences between I IGD and I H that are relevant to this study. Firstly, from the definitions above, it is clear that the calculation of I IGD requires a set P of uniformly distributed true Pareto-optimal points. Alternatively, I H only requires the specification of a reference point r in the objective space, making it a suitable metric in problems with unknown Pareto fronts. Secondly, in terms of computational complexity, the calculation of I IGD requires O(m|S| · |P |) operations, while that of hypervolume, being O(|S| m−1 ), is much more expensive [4] . Finally, it is to be noted that unlike hypervolume, I IGD is not Pareto-complaint [7] , i.e., I IGD (S 1 ) < I IGD (S 2 ) S 1 S 2 . Despite these differences, both I H and I IGD are equally popular and are among the most commonly used MOEA performance metrics. In this paper, we use bilevel parameter tuning to individually optimize each of these measures, as explained in the following section.
II. THE BILEVEL PARAMETER TUNING PROBLEM
The parameter tuning problem for EAs has received considerable attention in the literature, owing to studies such as [1] , [8] , [9] that showed significant benefits for moderate tuning efforts. A review of several parameter tuning methods developed over the years can be found in [2] , wherein they are also classified into four categories: (i) sampling methods, which use design of experiments to pick good parameter sets either as starting points for other methods or for further refinement, (ii) model-based methods, which use surrogates or metamodels to approximate the performance landscape, (iii) screening methods, which use racing to identify the best parameter set from a number of candidate sets, and (iv) metaEAs, which use EAs to find the optimal parameter set(s) that maximize the performance of the algorithm being tuned.
The meta-EA approach to parameter tuning resembles a bilevel optimization formulation. A bilevel optimization problem involves a lower level optimization problem nested within the upper level optimization problem, such that the feasible solutions of the upper level problem are the optimal solutions obtained from the lower level problem. The mathematical formulation for the single-objective bilevel parameter tuning problem was provided in [10] . We extend it to include a multiobjective problem at the lower level and generalize it for any given performance function P (I H and I IGD in this paper).
where S is the non-dominated set obtained by solving,
Subject to x ∈ X using an MOEA with parameter set p. (4) Note that P is primarily a function of the upper level variables p, which denotes the parameter set for the MOEA at the lower level. P is also an indirect function of the lower level variables x, through the non-dominated set S obtained by solving the lower level problem using the MOEA under consideration with a function evaluation budget of F E l .
In general, meta-EAs outperform other tuning methods at finding the best parameter sets [8] . However, due to the stochastic nature of MOEAs, a single value of P(p) is not a reliable indicator of the goodness of the parameter set p. Therefore, instead of using a single run, the upper level problem maximizes the expected value of P over R l uniquely seeded replications of the lower level optimization. If the upper level optimization has a budget of F E u , the major contributors to the overall complexity are as follows:
In this paper, we propose to reduce the computational effort by a factor of 1/(R l × F E l ) by combining the Latinhypercube sampling method with a model-based method to approximately predict the performance P of the MOEA at the lower level in Eq. (4). To identify the best model-based method to be used, we evaluate 11 different metamodels with respect to their accuracy and training time. Next, the chosen metamodel replaces the lower level problem and the best parameter sets are obtained by optimizing it. The following section briefly describes the metamodels used in this study.
Section IV discusses the complete experimental methodology. Results are presented and discussed in Section V.
III. SUMMARY OF METAMODELS
A number of meta-modeling methods can be found in literature [11] . We briefly describe the 11 metamodeling models used in the current study, along with their parameters. For all metamodels, the recommended parameter settings were used without any additional tuning.
A. Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS)
MARS is a non-parametric regression technique proposed by [12] that can automatically model non-linearities and multivariable interactions in the training data. The method is nonparametric in the sense that it does not assume a pre-defined form for the fitting function. Instead, the model is derived from the data along with the estimates for coefficients.
We use a Matlab implementation of MARS known as ARESLab [13] , short for Adaptive Regression Splines toolbox for Matlab/Octave. The most important parameters for ARESLab are as follows:
1) maxF uncs: Maximum number of basis functions to be included in the model in the forward phase. We use maxF uncs = 21 in this paper. 2) c: GCV cost per basis function. It acts as a smoothing parameter. Larger values will lead to simpler models. We use c = 3 3) cubic: When a model with continuous first derivatives is desired, the piecewise linear basis functions retained after the backward phase are replaced with piecewise cubic splines. The parameter can either be true or false. We set cubic = true. 4) self Interactions: Maximum degree of self interactions for any input variable. We set it to 1. 5) maxInteractions: Maximum degree of interactions between input variables. We set it to 2. 6) threshold: Another stopping criterion for the forward phase. Larger values of the threshold generate simpler models. We use threshold = 10 −4 in this paper.
B. Kriging or Gaussian Process Regression (DACE)
Kriging was developed by French mathematician Georges Matheron and named after mining engineer Danie G. Krige who provided the empirical work in the form of geostatistics, a set of methods that enable the use of limited available data to estimate values at unsampled locations. Kriging models can be thought of as a combination of a global deterministic model and a local stochastic model. The former approximates the target function f (x), similar to a regression method, while the latter allows the kriging model to interpolate the n s training samples by introducing local deviations.
The kriging methodology has been implemented in Matlab as the DACE (Design and Analysis of Computer Experiments) toolbox [14] . The parameters to be set by the user are: 1) regr: Three regression models have been implemented, representing zero, first and second order polynomial choices for F(β, x). We use the second order polynomial. 2) corr: Correlation model. Six correlation models have been implemented. The popular Gaussian correlation model is used in this paper. R corrgauss (θ,
3) θ 0 : Initial value for θ. We use 
C. k Nearest Neighbors Regression (kNN)
The k nearest neighbors regression method is one of simplest meta-models to implement. Since there is no model training involved, it is usually among the fastest supervised algorithms. Let N k (x (u) ) be the set of k nearest neighbors of an unsampled point x (u) . The predicted response is usually the mean of the response values at the points in N k (x (u) ). In this paper an inverse distance weighted response is used with k = 10. It is given by,
D. Artificial Neural Networks (NN)
A feedforward neural network consists of input, hidden and the output layers with nodes. The number of nodes in the input and the output layers correspond to the number of variables and responses, while the number of nodes in the hidden layers are up to the user to choose. Each node in a layer is connected to all nodes of the next layer with a certain weight. All nodes (except the input nodes) process their input h (a weighted sum of outputs from the previous layer) using an activation function to generate an output v. A neural network is trained by first passing all training instances through the network and calculating the mean squared error. This error is backpropagated through the network to update the weights of the node connections. We use Matlab's fitnet function with the sigmoidal activation function, v = (1 + e −h ) −1 , and Levenberg-Marquardt optimization for obtaining the weights. A single hidden layer with 10 nodes is used. A validation set of 20% of training samples is used to terminate the training for generalization.
E. Regression Tree (RT)
We use Matlab's classregtree function for growing a regression tree. We set NV arT oSample =all. At any node, the splitting stops if, (i) the number of observations in it is less than M inP arent, or (ii) factor of reduction in mean squared error is below a threshold QEtoler, or (iii) the number of observations in either of the child nodes is less than M inLeaf . These three parameters are set to 10, 10 −6 and 1, respectively. Fully grown regression trees tend to overfit the training data and exhibit poor predictive performance (low bias high variance). Hence, they are often pruned by either penalizing the number of nodes in the cost function or limiting the number of levels. We set prune to true.
F. Support Vector Regression (SVR)
Support vector machine (SVM) based binary classification aims to find the decision boundary that maximizes the margin between two classes in the feature space. Training samples that lie on the margin boundaries are called support vectors, and the classification model is governed only by these training samples. A similar strategy can be employed in a regression model where only training samples with deviations above a threshold act as the support vectors. This version of SVM based regression is called -Support Vector Regression. We use the popular LibSVM [15] implementation of -SVR. The required algorithmic parameters are , penalty C and the kernel function. In this paper, we set them to 0.1, 1 and RBF kernel with σ = 1/n respectively. SVR performs best when all variables are scaled in [0, 1].
G. Radial Basis Function Network (RBN)
Radial basis function networks are a variation of feedforward neural networks which use a single hidden layer with the number of neurons typically equal to the number of training samples. The main difference however, is the choice of the activation function. Radial basis function networks use Gaussian activation functions centered at points c i .
When c i correspond to the n s training samples, the problem of finding optimal weights reduces to the inversion of a nonsingular matrix. We use Matlab's newrbe function in this paper.
H. Polynomial Regression (PR)
Polynomial regression is probably the oldest, yet one of the most common meta-modeling methods. They fall under the category of polynomial regression, but mostly use a quadratic model as shown below:
Other common variants of polynomial regression are the linear model, the interactions model and the pure quadratic model. In all cases, the coefficients are estimated using the ordinary least squares method. First, a model matrix or design matrix X of size n s × p is formed using the regression terms of the model. For a quadratic model p = (n + 1)(n + 2)/2. The coefficients are estimated using the ordinary least squares method. Eq.(6) can now be written asf (x) = Xβ. According to Gauss-Markov theorem, the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of β obtained by minimizing mean squared error is given byβ
where
T and X + is called the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse.
I. Regularized Regression or Elastic Nets (EN)
Elastic nets [16] combine ridge and LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator) regression through a parameter α ∈ [0, 1]. Instead of minimizing the mean squared error, the elastic net regularized regression minimizes
where ||β||
Here, X is the model matrix discussed above. With λ = 0, the above reduces to ordinary least squares estimation. α = 0 corresponds to ridge regression and α = 1 gives LASSO.
We use the popular GLMNET Matlab toolbox [17] in this paper. The toolbox uses 'warm starts' to calculate the regularization path for a sequence of λ values in an extremely efficient way so that the user can choose one of them. The most common choices are λ min , which corresponds to the minimum cross-validation error model, and λ 1SE which is the largest value of λ whose cross-validation error is within one standard error of the minimum. The number of folds (nf olds) for cross-validation and the number of lambda values to generate nlambda are user-defined parameters. They are set to 10 and 100 respectively. A quadratic model forf is used throughout this paper.
J. Bagged Tree Ensemble and Random Forests (RF)
The bagged tree ensemble uses a user-defined number of unpruned regression trees to promote de-correlation among them. De-correlation is necessary for bagging to be effective. In general, bagging improves prediction accuracy at the cost of interpretability.
Random forests provide an improvement over bagged trees by additionally performing feature bagging. A random sample of NV arT oSample < n variables are considered at each split instead of considering all n variables. Typically, NV arT oSample = √ n for classification and NV arT oSample = n/3 for regression. Like the bagged tree ensemble, random forests also use a user-defined number of unpruned regression trees, ntrees. Feature bagging further de-correlates the trees. We use Matlab's TreeBagger function in this paper with ntrees = 100, NV arT oSample = n/3 , M inLeaf = 5 and prune =false.
K. Boosted Tree Ensemble (BOOST)
While bagging uses multiple independent complex lowbias models and reduces variance, boosting uses multiple nested weak high-variance models and iteratively reduces bias. Each weak model regresses the residuals (difference between the actual function values and the predicted aggregate responses) from previous learners. The process is known as least squares boosting. Typically, the weak models are shallow regression trees. We use Matlab's fitensemble function with LSBoost option and ntrees = 100. The learning rate η is set to the default value of 1.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
In order to focus the scope of this pilot study, we restrict ourselves to NSGA-II [18] The tuning is specific to each of the first four ZDT problems [19] with the default number of variables, i.e. n = 30 for ZDT1-3 and n = 10 for ZDT4. For any upper-level parameter set p, the function evaluation budget for NSGA-II at the lowerlevel is set to F E l = 5, 000 for all four test problems. At the end of F E l evaluations, the non-dominated set S is obtained and both I IGD (S, P ) and I H (S, r) are calculated as follows.
1) For I IGD (S, P ), a reference set P containing |P | = 101
Pareto-optimal points is created by uniformly dividing the first objective and calculating the second objective using the known shape of the Pareto front for each problem. 2) For I H (S, r), the reference point r = [11, 11] T is used for ZDT1-3 and r = [11, 400] T for ZDT4 in order to avoid I H = 0 for poorly performing parameter sets.
As mentioned before, two sets of experiments are conducted in this study. The goal of the first set of experiments is to compare the 11 metamodels described in Section III and possibly identify the best metamodel(s) in terms of accuracy and training time. The pseudocode for the experimental methodology adopted in this paper is shown in Algorithm 1. In order to simultaneously study the effect of number of samples, the Latin-hypercube sampling (LHS) method uses five different training sample sizes, n s = {100, 200, 300, 400, 500}. The number of test samples is fixed at n t = 100 for all metamodels (line 5) in all test instances (line 4). Note that a separate metamodel is to be trained for each performance metric P. The trained metamodels are evaluated with respect to the Normalized Root Mean Squared Error, NRMS P , and the training time, T T P . NRMS for a performance metric P is given by,
In all experiments, there are three sources of statistical variation, (i) LHS sampling (line 12), (ii) MOEA stochasticity (line 15), and (iii) cross-validation (CV) of metamodels (line 20). Ten uniquely seeded LHS sampling instances are for each ns ∈ {100, 200, 300, 400, 500} do
7:
for each LHS instance l ∈ {1, 2, . . . 10} do 8:
MEIGD(l) ← 0.0 10:
L ← Generate (ns + nt) LHS samples 13: for each sample pi ∈ L do 14:
Reset RNG 15: Perform R l replications of MOEA with pi 16: Calculate 
29:
MEIGD(l) ← MEIGD(l)+NRMSIGD/10
30:
MTH (l) ← MTH (l) + T TH /10
31: ] for training the metamodels. However, to remove any bias due to different initial populations, these seeds remain exactly the same for all samples in all sampling instances. This can be achieved by resetting the Random Number Generator (RNG) at line 14. When evaluating the metamodels, the sampling instance is randomly divided into training and test sets. Ten CV replications are used to reduce any bias induced by random chance. The NRMS and T T values, averaged over the 10 CV replications, are recorded in ME (Mean Errors) and MT (Mean Times) respectively (lines 28-31).
MTIGD(l) ← MTIGD(l) + T TIGD/10
In the second set of experiments, the lower-level MOEA is completely replaced by this pre-trained metamodel. The goal here is to obtain the best parameter sets by solely optimizing the approximationP(p) of the MOEA's performance function.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first set of experiments described in Section IV, result in mean error (ME H and ME IGD ) and mean training time (MT H and MT IGD ) values on 10 LHS instances for each Tables I and II show the median of these 10 values for ME IGD ME IGD respectively. Here, the values are expressed in percentage NRMS.
Note that for a given test instance, most metamodels have a similar error value for both I H and I IGD . This is because the two measures are consistent with each other [4] , as shown in Figure 1 for ZDT1 by the strong correlation between them on the complete set of LHS samples generated for this study.
To give an indication of the training times (in seconds) involved, we show median MT IGD values in Table III .
The median values shown in these tables can be misleading. For example, on ZDT4 with n s = 400, the median ME IGD of MARS appears to be much better than that of others. However, looking closely at the distributions of ME IGD through the box plots shown in Figure 2 , we observe that there is an overlap of the box plot for MARS with that of other methods. This may indicate that, statistically, the difference between them may not be significant.
Non-parametric statistical test can reveal a more accurate picture. When more that two groups are involved, the KruskalWallis rank-sum test can be used to test the null hypothesis that groups participating in an experiment come from the same population, i.e. there is no significant difference between them. The test is an extension of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test to more than two groups. Rejection of the null hypothesis would imply that at least two of the groups are statistically different. In order to identify such groups, a post-hoc multiple comparisons test can be performed. On applying the KruskalWallis test we find that the medians shown in Table I are Figure 2 , the Nemenyi test reveals that MARS is statistically indistinguishable from DACE, NN, RT and RF. In other words, with respect to ME IGD , the metamodels {MARS, DACE, NN, RT, RF} are statistically better than the rest of the metamodels on ZDT4 with n s = 400. They are therefore shown in bold text in Table I . The number of times a metamodel's ME IGD appears in bold is a score of how well it performs over all test instance. The performance scores for all metamodels with respect to ME IGD , ME H , MT IGD and MT H are shown in being fast have significantly higher error rates. RT is a slight improvement over these methods. PR and EN provide the best compromise between accuracy and speed. BOOST is found to be significantly worse than all other metamodels, followed by RBN.
For the second set of experiments, PR and EN are chosen as the static metamodels for replacing the lower level optimization problem. As a consequence, Eq. (4) is no longer a bilevel problem. Instead, the bilevel parameter tuning problem has reduced to a regular function optimization problem. For all problems, we use the datasets with 500 LHS samples generated earlier for building the metamodels. Optimizing the resultant approximation of the performance landscape, we obtain parameter values as shown in Table V for minimum I IGD and as shown in Table VI for maximum I H . Matlab's fmincon() function is used for optimizing the metamodels within the parameter bounds specified in Section IV.
The tables clearly show that the two metamodels and their optima largely agree with each other for all problems. Few observations regarding the parameter values can also be made. The optimum size of the child population is found to be equal to the population size. The SBX distribution index seems to have little effect on the performance. Mutation probabilities are higher than the recommended value of 1/n, whereas crossover probabilities are close to recommended values.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we first formulated the parameter tuning problem in MOEAs as a bilevel optimization problem. In order to reduce the computation cost of tuning, we evaluated different metamodeling methods with respect to their accuracy and training time in predicting performance metrics such as the hypervolume and the inverted generational distance as a function of the parameters of an MOEA, in our case NSGA-II. Statistical hypothesis testing shows that polynomial regression and elastic nets are the best performing metamodels. Next, these metamodels are used as approximations of the performance landscape and optimized to obtain the optimal parameter sets. In the future, we plan to use the approach presented in this paper to tune MOEAs for solving expensive simulation-based multi-objective optimization problems, where the benefits are expected to be much higher.
